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CUBAN PETE, He's the king of the rumba beat, When he plays the maracas he goes cock-a-doodle-doo, cock-a-doodle-doo, yes, yes, yes he's the cream of his native street. When he plays the maracas he goes cock-a-doodle-doo, cock-a-doodle-doo, the sisters, that songs, that song, and how they swing with this rumba—MARO-0. He's very nice but so full of spice! and to the night they bring a happy ring wherever it goes—SHABA SHABA. All the day long—hey! hey! for CUBAN PETE. He's the king of the rumba beat. When he plays the maracas he goes cock-a-doodle-doo, cock-a-doodle-doo.
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